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Thinking ahead

New partners in Finance & Capital Markets and
Employment, Benefits & Pensions practices as of
1 January 2017

Hanna-Mari Manninen

Suvi Knaapila

Finance & Capital Markets

Employment, Benefits & Pensions

”During the last years the possibilities for companies to
obtain financing have expanded and new kind of expertise
is required in the field. In addition to our clients' strategic
financing matters I am inspired by leadership as part of being
an attorney. Especially in larger projects good leadership is
the key and plays an important role in delivering excellent
client service. The best results are achieved through excellent
teamwork which is one of the strengths of our practice.”

”I find the current themes, such as possibilities relating to the
changes in the labor market and questions relating to equal
treatment and supplementary pensions, extremely interesting.
Close cooperation with our clients is the spice of my work and
it motivates me every day. I am very happy and proud of my
new role in the leading employment law practice in Finland.”

Profile

Profile

”We have witnessed growing demand for insightful advisory services relating to our clients' financing structures and to the
increasingly complicated labor market regulation. Both Suvi and Hanna-Mari are respected by our clients as professionals and
trusted advisors in their fields. Both have grown at D&I and also gained valuable experience on the client side. They are both highly
liked colleagues and active also in various positions of trust outside our firm. I warmly welcome them to our partnership to further
build our unique culture and to serve our clients in the best possible way. We want to be the best law firm partner for our clients.”
Anders Carlberg, Managing Partner

Further information
Anders Carlberg, Managing Partner, tel. +358 9 6817 0122, anders.carlberg@dittmar.fi
Katja Hollmén, Director of Client Relations, tel. +358 9 6817 0189, katja.hollmen@dittmar.fi

